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an anonymous comment on the website "Who's That Dog" alleging that its three-month-old poodle was "cold and still" to put it in the pool in May
and that a staff member had lied about it being alive. In the comments under the Facebook post, someone saying they were at the park with their
young daughter for her birthday, said she and her friend were left "horrified" to see the poodle's head under the surface. But bosses insist the dog
is fine and that it was probably submerged for a couple of minutes, or even hours, while the child climbed onto the slide. The comments also say the
staff member was incorrectly identified as one of the lifeguards and that they had reported the manager of the park for misusing their lifeguard
status to pick up the dog. They said the manager told them that they would like to apologise to the dog's owner and would make sure there was a
better chain of communication in place between staff. Image copyright RSPCA Image caption The poodle was found dead on the slide "The
conversation that follows can be read on the post. It has been removed," said a spokesman for Cotswold Water Park. "We are not able to add
comments on the post but did want to make it clear that the staff member was not misusing their lifeguard status. "The employee is not a lifeguard
and do not hold the
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